Craig Venter is still sailing his Sorcerer II sloop around the world, but now he has got 6.3 billion base pairs of microbial DNA to show for it. The pioneer of large-scale genome sequencing has published the first data set from his global quest to sequence microbes from all the oceans.
In a series of papers published this week in PLoS Biology, an international team of researchers presents the first results from Venter's Global Ocean Sampling expedition (http://collections.plos. org/plosbiology/gos-2007. php). It follows an earlier, smaller study that uncovered rich microbial diversity in the Sargasso Sea (J. C. Venter et al. Science 304, 66-74; 2004) . The analyses of the first set of 7.7 million genetic sequences from the expedition reveal that the upper limit on ocean diversity has yet to be set.
The papers point to 1,700 new protein families. Surprisingly, the rate of discovery stayed more or less the same as the number of new sequences grew, suggesting that the number of new protein families will continue to increase. The question, said Venter in a telephone interview from Sorcerer II as it bobbed its way through the Sea of Cortez, is how long will that increase continue? And how does one extract meaning from a pile of 6.3 billion As, Ts, Cs and Gs?
The Already, researchers are tracing the course of protein evolution using the database. Others will search it for new enzymes that might have technological applications, or use it to learn more about microbial ecology. For instance, Jonathan Eisen, a study co-author and microbiologist at the University of California, Davis, will work to match gene fragments in the database with their host organism, a substantial technical challenge when dealing with unfamiliar microbes.
Such studies need to be followed by experiments to establish the function that the gene sequence actually has in the organism, warns Eugene Madsen, a microbiologist at Cornell University in Ithaca, New York. "You can overinterpret DNA sequence data, " he says, "but if you're careful, you just use them as a clue and then they either lead to solving the mystery or they don't. "
Dennis Hansell, a microbiologist at the University of Miami in Florida, adds that although his research won't entail direct analysis of the Global Ocean Sampling sequence data, the newfound wealth of microbial diversity has made him re-evaluate his picture of how microbes leave their chemical fingerprints in the ocean. He likens the collection of genomic sequences to characterizing all of the pigments an artist could use to paint a portrait. 
SCORECARD Pluto
New Mexico has declared that the beleaguered rock should be re-declared as a planet…at least while in the skies over New Mexico.
Space return flights
Valentina Tereshkova, the first woman in space, has marked her 70th birthday by declaring herself ready to fly to Mars "without coming back".
ROBOT NEWS
South Korea is doing its bit to prevent future dystopia by drawing up a Robot Ethics Charter, one of the key points of which is that humans should maintain control over our electronic counterparts. 
